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ABSTRACT

A novel Ergodic Multigram Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is introduced which models sentence production as a doubly stochastic process, in which word classes are first produced according to a first order Markov model, and then single or multi-character words are generated independently based on the word classes, without word boundary marked on the sentence.

This model can be applied to languages without word boundary markers such as Chinese. With a lexicon containing syntactic classes for each word, its applications include language modeling for recognizers, and integrated word segmentation and class tagging. Pre-segmented and tagged corpus are not needed for training, and both segmentation and tagging are trained in one single model. In this paper, relevant algorithms for this model are presented, and experimental results on a Chinese news corpus are reported.

1. INTRODUCTION

Language modeling was shown capable of improving recognizer performance. Statistical models including N-gram class models [1] and Ergodic Hidden Markov Models [2] were proposed. However, in languages such as Chinese, where there are no boundary markers between words, word segmentation is needed to identify individual words before applying these word-based models and essentially any further processing. Popular methods for word segmentation include maximal matching, frequency counts, mutual information statistics, and rule based heuristics.

Syntactic class tagging of words are often useful for both language modeling and further processing of a sentence. Various tagging methods were proposed for English [3] [4]. Again, they can only be applied to Chinese after word segmentation.

However, decision on segmentation without considering higher level linguistic information, such as syntactic classes of the resulting words, may be error-prone. A better approach is to first produce the N-best segmentations of a sentence based on segmentation scores, and then apply a language model such as HMM to further score each of them. The final score of a candidate is the weighted sum of its two scores [5]. However, parameters of this two stage model cannot be trained and optimized together, and an N-best interface is inadequate for processing highly ambiguous character lattices from the recognizer output.

Another approach is to keep all possible segmentations in a lattice form, score the lattice with a language model, and finally retrieve the best candidate by dynamic programming or some searching algorithms. N-gram models are usually used for scoring [6] [7], but their training requires the sentences of the corpus to be segmented (and tagged if class-based N-gram is used [7]).

We introduce the Ergodic Multigram Hidden Markov Model which, when applied as a language model for these languages, integrates the segmentation and tagging processes into one model, and does not assume any prior segmentation or class tagging. Thus both training and scoring can be done using the model directly on a raw corpus. This model can be applied as a language model for an input sentence (or a character lattice), and the maximum likelihood segmentation and class-tagging of it can be obtained using the Viterbi or Stack Decoding Algorithm.

2. TERMINOLOGY

Let \( W \) be the set of all Chinese words in the lexicon. A word \( w_k \in W \) is made up of one or more characters. Let \( S_T = (s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_T) \) denotes a sentence as a \( T \)-character sequence. A function \( \delta_w \) can be define

\[
\delta_w(w_k, s_t^{t+r-1}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } w_k \text{ is a } r \text{-character word} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Let \( R \) be the allowed upper bound of \( r \), i.e. the maximum number of characters in a word. Let \( L \) be the number of syntactic classes in the lexicon, and \( C = \{c_1, \ldots, c_L\} \) the set of all syntactic classes. Each word \( w_k \) belongs to one or more of these classes.

Let \( L = (w_1, c_{i_1}; \ldots; w_K, c_{i_K}) \) be a particular segmentation and class tagging for the sentence \( s_T \), where \( w_k \) is the \( k \)-th word and \( c_{i_k} \) denotes the class assigned to \( w_k \), as illustrated below:

\[
\overbrace{w_1, c_{i_1}}^{s_1 \ldots s_{t_1-1} s_{t_1-1} \ldots s_{t_k-1} s_{t_k-1} s_{t_k+1} c_{i_{k+1}} \ldots c_{i_K}}^{s_T}
\]

For \( L \) to be proper it must satisfy \( \prod_{k=1}^K \delta_w(w_k, s_{t_k-1}^{t_k-1}) = 1 \) and \( w_k \in c_{i_k} \) where \( t_0 = 1, t_K = T + 1 \) and \( t_k < t_{k+1} \) for \( 1 \leq k < K \). The first condition ensures that \( L \) is a proper segmentation of the sentence into words, and the second ensures valid class tagging of the words.
3. THE LANGUAGE MODEL

An Ergodic Multigram [8] Hidden Markov Model is constructed to model a source of sentences. We assume that the class of a word in a sentence only depends on the previous character, and the word observed in turn only depends on the class it belongs to. This is similar to the assumptions of the conventional word-based ergodic HMM [2], but the proposed model is based on characters observed rather than word units. In other words it is a multigram HMM in which every state can generate a variable number of observed character sequences. As in most bigram modeling, sentence boundary is modeled as a special class.

The model consists of parameters \( \Theta = \{A, B\} \), where \( A = \{a_{ij}\} \) is the set of word-class transition probabilities \( P(c_j | c_i) \), and \( B = \{b_j(w_k)\} \) is the set of word observation probabilities \( P(w_k | c_j) \).

\[ a_{ij}, \text{ where } 1 \leq i, j \leq L, \text{ denotes the probability that } \text{the word class is } c_j \text{ given the previous word class in the } \text{sentence is } c_i, \text{ while } a_{0i} = P(c_i | \$) \text{ and } a_{i0} = P(\$ | c_i), \text{ where } 1 \leq i \leq L \text{ and } \$ \text{ denotes the sentence boundary, denote the probabilities that the class } c_i \text{ is the first and last word class in the sentence, respectively.} \]

\[ a_{00} \text{ is left undefined. } b_j(w_k), \text{ where } 1 \leq j \leq L, \text{ denotes the probability that the word observed is } w_k \text{ when the class is } c_j. \]

Let \( \mathcal{L} \) be the set of all possible segmentations and class taggings of a sentence. For a valid segmentation \( \mathcal{L} \) of the sentence \( s^T \), given the model \( \Theta \), its likelihood is given by

\[
P(s^T, \mathcal{L} | \Theta) = \frac{P(w_1, c_1; w_2, c_2; \ldots; w_K, c_K | \Theta)}{P(\$ | c_1)P(c_1 | \$) \cdots P(w_K | c_K)P(c_K | c_{K-1})} \times \prod_{k=2}^{K} P(w_k | c_k)P(c_k | c_{k-1})
\]

The likelihood of the sentence \( s^T \) under the model is given by the sum of the likelihood of its possible segmentations.

\[
P(s^T | \Theta) = \sum_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} P(s^T, \mathcal{L} | \Theta)
\]

4. THE ALGORITHMS

4.1. Forward and Backward Procedure

The forward variable is defined as

\[
\alpha_t(i) = P(s_1 \ldots s_t, c_t = c_i | \Theta)
\]

where \( c_t = c_i \) is the class assigned to the character \( s_t \), as the last character. I.e. only segmentations up to the word boundary just after \( s_t \) contribute to this probability. This denotes, given the model \( \Theta \), the likelihood of the sentence prefix \( (s_1 \ldots s_t) \) with the last complete word of class \( c_i \).

The recursive equations for \( \alpha_t(i) \) are

\[
\alpha_t(j) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{for } t < 1 \\ \sum_{w_k \in \mathcal{W}} a_{0j}b_j(w_k)\delta_w(w_k, s_t^i) + \sum_{r=1}^{R} \sum_{w_k \in \mathcal{W}} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{L} \alpha_{t-r}(i)a_{ij}b_j(w_k)\delta_w(w_k, s_t^{i+r+1}) \right) & \text{for } 1 \leq t \leq T \end{cases}
\]

Similarly, the backward variable is defined as

\[
\beta_t(i) = P(s_{t+1} \ldots s_T | c_t = c_i, \Theta)
\]

Again only segmentations with word boundaries up to the one just before \( s_{t+1} \) (i.e. after \( s_t \)) are counted. This denotes the likelihood of the sentence suffix \((s_{t+1} \ldots s_T)\) given the model and that the immediately preceding complete word is of class \( c_i \).

The recursive equations for \( \beta_t(i) \) are

\[
\beta_t(i) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{for } t > T \\ b_i(w_k) & \text{for } 1 \leq t \leq T - 1 \end{cases}
\]

The time complexity of the above procedures are not so much as \( O(TL^2R|\mathcal{W}|) \) as it may seem, since \( \delta_w(w_k, s_t^i) = 0 \) for all but one \( w_k \), with \( r = t - t_1 + 1 \) known for this \( w_k \). So for actual implementation an enumeration of all words starting or ending at a given character position is used, instead of expensive loops over all \( 1 \leq r \leq R \) and \( w_k \in \mathcal{W} \). Also \( b_i(w_k) \) is non-zero only if \( w_k \in c_j \).

Thus let \( L' \) be the maximum number of classes a word can belong to, and \( N \) be the maximum number of words beginning or ending at any character position. The time complexity is just \( O(TL'LN) \).

The likelihood of the sentence given the model can be evaluated by both the forward and backward variables.

\[
P(s^T | \Theta) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sigma_T(i)a_{i0}
\]

\[
= \sum_{r=1}^{R} \sum_{w_k \in \mathcal{W}} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{L} a_{ij}b_j(w_k)\delta_w(w_k, s_t^i) \right)
\]

4.2. Viterbi Algorithm

The most likely segmentation and class assignment \( \mathcal{L}^* \) of a given sentence can be retrieved using a Viterbi-like algorithm, obtained by replacing the summations of the forward algorithm with maximizations. Top \( N \) segmentation and class assignment candidates are similarly retrieved using an A* algorithm, similar to the word lattice searching algorithm based on dynamic programming [6].
4.3. Re-estimation Algorithm

\[ \xi_t(i,j) = \text{the probability that given a sentence } s_t^T \text{ and the model } \Theta, \text{ a word of class } c_i \text{ ends at the character } s_t \text{ and a word of class } c_j \text{ starts at the character } s_{t+1}. \]

Thus

\[ \sum_{r=1}^{R} \sum_{w_k \in W} a_{ij} b_j(w_k) \delta_w(w_k, s_t^T \rho_j) \beta_{t+r}(j) \]

for \( 1 \leq t \leq T - 1, 1 \leq i, j \leq L \). Furthermore define \( \gamma_t(i) \) to be the probability that, given \( s_t^T \) and \( \Theta \), word class \( c_i \) ends at the character \( s_t \). Thus

\[ \gamma_t(i) = \frac{\alpha_t(i) \beta_t(i)}{P(s_t^T | \Theta)} \]

for \( 1 \leq t \leq T, 1 \leq i \leq L \).

The quotient of their summation over \( t \) gives \( \tilde{a}_{ij} \), the new estimation for \( a_{ij} \).

\[ \tilde{a}_{ij} = \sum_{t=1}^{T-1} \xi_t(i,j) / \sum_{t=1}^{T} \gamma_t(i) \]

for \( 1 \leq i, j \leq L \).

The initial and final class probability estimates, \( \tilde{a}_{0j} \) and \( \tilde{a}_{j0} \) are re-estimated as follows.

\[ \tilde{a}_{0j} = \frac{\sum_{r=1}^{R} \sum_{w_k \in W} a_{0j} b_j(w_k) \delta_w(w_k, s_1^T \rho_j) \beta_{t}(j)}{P(s_1^T | \Theta)} \]

\[ \tilde{a}_{j0} = \frac{\alpha_T(i) \tilde{a}_{j0}}{P(s_1^T | \Theta)} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \gamma_t(i) \]

To derive \( b_c(w_k) \), first define \( \alpha_k^{wc}(i) \) as the probability of the sentence prefix \( s_1 \ldots s_t \) with \( w_k \) of class \( c_i \) as the last complete word, given the model \( \Theta \).

Thus

\[ \alpha_k^{wc}(j) = \frac{a_{0j} b_j(w_k) \delta_w(w_k, s_1^T \rho_j) + \sum_{r=1}^{L} \sum_{c_1} \alpha_t(r) a_{t}(i) b_j(w_k) \delta_w(w_k, s_t^T \rho_j)}{P(s_t^T | \Theta)} \]

This represents the contribution of \( w_k \), occurring as the last word in \( s_t \), to \( \alpha_t(j) \). Also define \( \gamma_k^{wc}(j) \) to be the probability that, given the sentence \( s_t^T \) and the model, \( w_k \) is observed to end at character \( s_t \) and assigned class \( c_j \).

\[ \gamma_k^{wc}(j) = \frac{\alpha_k^{wc}(j) \beta_t(j)}{P(s_t^T | \Theta)} \]

The required value of \( b_j(w_k) \) is then given by:

\[ b_j(w_k) = \sum_{i=1}^{T} \gamma_k^{wc}(j) / \sum_{i=1}^{T} \gamma_t(i) \]

This algorithm assumes that the identities of the Chinese characters are known for the sentence \( s_t^T \), but it can equally well be applied to recognizer generated character lattices or phonetic input, where each character position \( s_t \) becomes a set of possible character candidates, by simply letting \( \delta_w(w_k, s_t^T \rho_j) = 1 \) for all words \( w_k \) which can be constructed from the character positions \( s_t \ldots s_{t+r-1} \) of input character lattice. This enables the model to be used as the language model component for recognizers and for decoding phonetic input.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For evaluation, the training algorithm above is implemented with simple smoothing. A variant training algorithm, whose re-estimation bases on relative frequency (RF) counts from the Viterbi segmentation and tagging \( L^* \), is also implemented with back-off smoothing [9].

A lexicon [10] of 78,322 words and 192 syntactic classes \((L = 192)\), with the maximum word length of 10 characters \((R = 10)\) is used. Each word entry is associated with its class tags and a frequency count.

The initial parameters of the HMM are based on the frequency counts from the lexicon. The class-transition probability \( a_{ij} \) is initialized as the a priori probability of the class \( P(c_i) \), and \( b_j(w_k) \) as the relative count of the word \( w_k \) within the class \( c_j \). Words belonging to multiple classes have their counts distributed equally among them. Smoothing is then applied by adding each word count by 0.5 and normalizing. As such, the model after the first iteration of the RF algorithm is equivalent to a class-based bigram model which trains from the same corpus pre-segmented using frequency counts in the lexicon.

Testing is based on the Viterbi algorithm. The best segmentation and tagging \( L^* \) is retrieved from sentences of the test corpus, and the test-set perplexity is calculated from the log likelihood as follows.

\[ PP^* = \exp(- \frac{1}{L} \sum_i \log(P(s_t^T, L^* | \Theta))) \]

where the summation is taken over all sentences \( s_t^T \) in the corpus, and \( L \) is the number of characters in the corpus. Each sentence boundary is counted as one character, since their transition are modeled. For simplicity, punctuations are used as sentence boundaries. Perplexity is used as a measure of the language model performance.

A corpus of daily newspaper articles is used as the training and testing set for the experiments. It is organized into sub-corpus of different sizes, as shown in Table 1. The JAN set is used for testing and others (FEBI to FAUG) are used for training. The HMM and RF algorithms are applied to all the training sets, and parameters obtained after different iterations are used for testing. Their test set perplexities are shown in Figure 1. At iteration 0, i.e. based on the initial parameters, the test-set perplexity is 249.572.

As expected, the performance improves with the size of the training data. RF trained models are observed to converge quickly after a few iterations and remains stable, while HMM trained models attain a minimum in perplexity, but degrade on further iterations due to over-training. As the size of the training corpus increases, this minimum occurs at later iterations and with lower perplexity. Eventually it exceeds the RF model (Figure 2).
It is believed that the RF model performs better in case of insufficient data due to more robust smoothing. As the corpus size increases, the effect of smoothing is diminished, and obviously HMM training is superior as it is less ‘greedy’ and less easily got trapped at a local minimum as in RF training. That HMM out-performs RF only at relatively large training corpus (3m characters) may be due to the large number of parameters.

A further experiment is performed to use the models to decode phonetic inputs [6]. This is a difficult problem since each Chinese syllable can correspond to up to 80 different characters. Character recognition rates of 91.90% and 90.65% are obtained for models trained on the FAUG set using HMM and RF methods respectively.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper a novel Ergodic Multigram HMM is introduced, whose application enables integrated, iterative training on untagged and unsegmented corpus for languages like Chinese. With enough training, iterative HMM training is shown to be superior to the N-gram method of the same order, estimated by iterative relative frequency counts. Further research can be done to investigate the effect of deleted-interpolation smoothing especially for limited training data, and extension to second order Markov modeling which gives a more accurate model. Other uses of the model, including phoneme to word conversion, can also be explored.
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